Abstract. We discuss the relationships between the notion of intrinsic ultracontractivity, 
Introduction and review of results.
In a recent joint paper [BCM] with Don Marshall, we studied a class of domains (called "trap domains") with rough boundaries defined in a potential theoretic way. The main goal of that paper was to give a geometric characterization of trap domains. A number of families of rough domains had been introduced in potential theoretic literature.
It is desirable to know which of these families are contained in other families, so that known results can be extended to freshly defined families without duplication of effort.
We examined several families of domains that initially seemed to be related to non-trap domains. The results of this paper show that there is no logical relationship between these families, except for some "obvious" cases. In the rest of the introduction we will define four classes of domains and outline their relationships. The next section will present the proofs.
We will now recall the definitions of trap domains, parabolic Harnack principle, 1-resolvent, and intrinsic ultracontractivity. (1.1)
The definition of a trap domain does not depend on the choice of the ball B (see Lemma 3.3 of [BCM] [BCM] for the definition and existence).
We will say that the parabolic Harnack principle (PHP) holds in D if for some t 0 > 0 and
It is known that (see, e.g., Lemma 3.1 of [BCM] ) that the 1-resolvent to the first eigenvalue λ 1 < 0, define Davies and Simon [DS1] ).
We will now discuss the relationships between various properties of domains defined above.
It is well known that, for a domain with finite volume, a uniform bound for the heat kernel, such as (1.2), implies that the 1-resolvent of the Neumann Laplacian is compact and therefore the Laplacian in D with the Neumann boundary conditions has a discrete spectrum; see [BB, p. 6 ] for a typical application.
The following was established in [BCM] as Proposition 1.4 (ii)-(iii). The logical implications, or rather the lack of these, are depicted in the diagram below. 
Parabolic Harnack Principle
is not a trap domain. Then
Thus by a theorem of Evans and Harris (see [EH] or [DS2] ), the 1-resolvent of the Neumann Laplacian in D is compact.
(ii) Let D f be the horn domain with f (x) = e −x 2 . We have
This shows that D f is a trap domain. We also have
In view of results of Evans and Harris (see [EH] , [DS2] ), this implies that 1-resolvent of the Neumann Laplacian in D f is compact. Proof. (i) It is easy to check that the unit disc is IU and it satisfies the parabolic Harnack principle.
(ii) and
where α < 0. None of these domains has a compact 1-resolvent of the Neumann Laplacian, according to [EH] and [DS2] . The results of Bañuelos and Davis [BD] show that if
The above may suggest that the result depends on the finiteness of the volume of the domain. To show that this is not the case, we consider a multidimensional horn domain log 3 , has positive logarithmic capacity and so it will be hit by planar Brownian motion. Let K 1 = x∈Z 2 (K +x), let B t be the Brownian motion in R 2 , and for A ⊂ R 2 , let
It is standard to show (see Baxter, Chacon and Jain [BCJ] ) that for any ε > 0 there exists r < ∞ such that for x ∈ B(0, 2) we have P
where b k 's will be chosen later in the proof. Set U = (0, 1) 2 and D = U \ F . Since K has zero 1-dimensional Hausdorff measure, so does F . Hence by Theorem 3.3 and Remark 2 in Chen [C] , F is a delectable set for Sobolev space W t (x, y) be the heat kernels in D and Q k , respectively, with the Dirichlet boundary conditions. A standard argument based on scaling and eigenfunction expansions shows that for some 0 < c 1 , β < ∞ and all k ≥ 1,
) and, using the result from the first paragraph of the proof for (iii), choose b k > 0 so small that for some c 2 < ∞, all k ≥ 1 and every
3)
The probability that the Brownian motion starting from x k will hit M before exiting D is bounded from above by the probability that it will cross A k without hitting K b k . By the strong Markov property applied at the hitting time of C k and (2.3), this probability is bounded by c 2 exp(−α2 2k ). It follows that the probability that the Brownian motion killed on the boundary of D will be in M at time t = 1 is bounded by the same quantity.
In other words, 
